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Abstract

GeneMatcher is a platform through which various stakeholders can connect with

others interested in candidate gene findings. GeneDx, a diagnostic laboratory, has

utilized GeneMatcher over the last seven years to successfully facilitate connections

between clinicians and researchers, generating fruitful research collaborations. Our

ultimate goal in reporting candidate gene findings is to amass sufficient evidence to

establish novel disease–gene relationships (DGRs), thus providing diagnostic

answers to families and clinicians. Our database of over 300,000 clinical exomes has

been a major driver of DGR discovery. Our laboratory accounts for over 20% of total

GeneMatcher submissions. Largely fueled by GeneMatcher matches, we have

published over 200 articles involving new DGRs or expanded phenotypes for known

disease‐causing genes in the past three years. These endeavors require commit-

ments to sharing data and dedicating resources to investigate potential matches.

Ultimately, GeneMatcher enables collaboration on a broad scale: we are grateful to

the clinicians, researchers, patients, and caregivers who have partnered with us to

accelerate the pace of DGR discovery. GeneMatcher opens the door to new part-

nerships, new discoveries, and families finding answers that otherwise may not have

been possible.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

GeneMatcher describes itself as “a freely accessible website designed to

enable connections between clinicians and researchers from around the

world who share an interest in the same gene or genes” (Sobriera

et al., 2021b; https://genematcher.org). The use of GeneMatcher is ideal

for candidate gene findings that, with further evidence, could lead to the

identification of new Mendelian disease‐gene relationships (DGRs)

(Sobreira et al., 2015). The presence of international contributors of

different types (clinicians, researchers, clinical laboratories, and even fa-

milies) increases the chances of matching what are often rare instances of

individuals with variants in particular candidate genes.

As a clinical testing laboratory, GeneDx is strictly neither the

“clinician” nor “researcher” described above but rather exists at a

nexus for facilitating interactions between various stakeholders.

These interactions have resulted in collaborations, ongoing research,

publications in peer‐reviewed journals, and, most importantly, an-

swers for families. While genetic testing laboratories are traditionally
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focused on test interpretation and reporting for known Mendelian

conditions, GeneDx has focused on exome sequencing (ES). This in-

herently involves the identification of candidate gene findings, or

variants in a gene without an established Mendelian disease re-

lationship (Biesecker et al., 2021). These findings could also include

novel mechanisms or modes of inheritance for established disease

genes (e.g., a possible dominant gain of function mechanism with a

distinct phenotype in a gene with only a previously established re-

cessive loss of function disease). The ultimate goal of reporting

candidate gene findings is to amass sufficient evidence to clearly

establish novel DGRs and thus provide diagnostic answers to pa-

tients, caregivers, and ordering providers.

Through the course of diagnostic ES and, more recently, whole‐

genome sequencing (WGS), GeneDx identifies candidate gene findings,

such as de novo variants in constrained genes. While we routinely apply

statistical meta‐analysis of the aggregated data across our cohort

(Kaplanis et al., 2020), functional or animal model validation of candidate

gene findings is beyond the scope of our work or capabilities as a diag-

nostic laboratory. The ability to identify cases beyond our referral cohort

can also provide additional statistical and clinical evidence for novel

DGRs. Thus, GeneDx has dedicated significant resources and effort, in-

cluding three full‐time staff members, towards participation in Gene-

Matcher and support of the ensuing matches.

GeneDx has performed over 300,000 clinical exomes since 2012,

consisting of 45% affected probands and the remainder sequenced

for concurrent familial analysis. The resulting database has huge

potential for gene discovery. Our participation in GeneMatcher has

two closely linked purposes based on the aim of reclassifying can-

didate genes: to fine‐tune our ability to provide accurate results and

to give answers to families even beyond those tested at GeneDx.

About 6% of exome cases completed at GeneDx have a candidate

gene variant as the sole finding, and 20% have a candidate gene finding in

addition to another finding. Since candidate genes are of uncertain sig-

nificance (sometimes called Genes of Uncertain Significance, or GUSs),

variants in a candidate gene are classified as variants of uncertain sig-

nificance (VUS) for clinical reporting. Communicating candidate gene

findings can be challenging for clinicians, and patients who receive a VUS

have been reported to experience: less reassurance from genetic coun-

seling (Culver et al., 2013); sustained distress following result‐disclosure

(O'Neill et al., 2009); behavioral and/or lifestyle intentions based on that

VUS (Lawal et al., 2018); uncertainty stemming from the lack of in-

formation about the VUS, leading to dissatisfaction with the result (Lawal

et al., 2018); and disappointment with the VUS result (Predham

et al., 2016). Interestingly, patients who received a VUS result have also

identified the potential future value of the result (Skinner et al., 2018), and

some have expressed an expectation of reclassification over time

(Solomon et al., 2017).

Candidate gene research has a positive impact on gene discovery and

potentially contributes to a better clinical experience for the clinician and

patient by reducing the number of candidate gene variants reported, thus

making participation in GeneMatcher an obvious choice for GeneDx. It

enables us to efficiently and consistently submit candidate genes from

our database, as well as query for genes‐of‐interest.

1.1 | Experience with GeneMatcher

In December 2014, GeneDx facilitated a mass submission of all

previously reported candidate genes (1258 unique submissions and

812 unique genes) into GeneMatcher, effectively doubling the

number of entries in the platform. Soon after, the number of matches

also increased (Sobreira et al., 2015, fig. 2). Since then, GeneDx

submits candidate gene entries immediately at the time of reporting.

To protect patient privacy, only gene name and inheritance are

submitted. As of 9/28/2021, GeneMatcher listed the following sta-

tistics (Sobriera et al., 2021a; https://genematcher.org/statistics/).

Category Counts

Submitters 10,919 (94 Countries)

Submissions 58,036

Unique genes 13,941

Genes with matches 8914

Of those, GeneDx has made 11,690 submissions (20.1% of total)

in 3507 unique genes (25.2% of total). In the past year, GeneDx

received an average of ten new GeneMatcher inquiries per day (i.e.,

direct email inquiries from GeneMatcher users who have an interest

in a particular gene and see that they matched with a GeneDx entry),

in addition to GeneMatcher‐generated match notifications and

follow‐up inquiries and discussions regarding ongoing collaborations.

GeneDx submits all candidate genes included in its clinical di-

agnostic reports to GeneMatcher. A gene is considered a candidate

gene if there is no established disease‐gene relationship (DGR) sup-

ported by publication(s) with functional studies and/or a cohort with

multiple unrelated patients. A finding may be considered a candidate

even if there is a known DGR; a different mechanism, inheritance, or

substantially distinct phenotype would be considered a candidate

finding for the purposes of reporting and submission to

Genematcher.

GeneDx staffs a dedicated team of genetic counselors who field,

investigate, and respond to GeneMatcher inquiries. Inquirers are

generally clinicians, clinician/researchers, or researchers (human and

otherwise). More rarely will a family/parent initiate contact via

GeneMatcher. Most inquiries are for the purposes of discussion be-

tween clinicians about a case, cohort‐building, and/or functional

work to supplement the clinical findings. GeneMatcher is also used by

other clinical laboratories to aid in their variant classification. Upon

receiving a match inquiry, the GeneDx team assesses our database to

identify matches and provide responses to the inquiries, often soli-

citing additional search criteria from the inquirer to narrow our search

(Figure 1). If the internal matches look promising given the nature of

the inquiry (i.e., matching phenotype or variant type or inheritance),

we offer to contact the ordering clinicians, which can involve multiple

cases, some back‐and‐forth, and a significant amount of time. At this

point, however, we do not share case details. Since the ordering

clinician initiated testing of their patient and is an integral part of the
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clinical–laboratory–research loop, an introduction between the or-

dering clinician and inquirer is only made with the clinician's per-

mission. Further discussion may occur regarding the purpose of the

inquiry and the logistics of the research. Should the family not be

interested in participating in a research cohort, the discussion ends. If

the family is interested, the collaboration continues. Appropriate

consent is obtained from participants. Some collaborations are fo-

cused on gathering clinical details for a cohort, while others do this in

addition to functional studies. Often, GeneDx continues to identify

new cases, both internally and via GeneMatcher, while the functional

work and manuscript development is ongoing, thus facilitating a

growing cohort in real‐time. In situations where publication is the

goal, ordering clinicians, external researchers, and GeneDx work co-

hesively toward the final manuscript submission.

Involving our ordering clinicians in the GeneMatcher process

is vital to the success of the individual collaborations. They are

the key to robust clinical information and often the source of

additional insights into the patient. Given this, many clinicians are

co‐authors of the resulting manuscripts. In the first seven months

of 2021 alone, 94 institutions and 254 clinician authorship spots

(218 unique clinician co‐authors) were associated with published

GeneDx collaborations. The laboratory scientists who were in-

volved in the analysis and reporting of GeneDx cases or have

expertise in a particular gene family or condition also often par-

ticipate in the manuscript review process and are named co‐

authors.

Ultimately, the work of facilitating GeneMatcher inquiries, col-

laborating, cohort‐building, and publishing better informs our analysis

of candidate gene findings. When a GeneDx‐affiliated paper is pub-

lished, a separate team within GeneDx promptly reviews the gene to

determine if it can be reclassified from candidate gene to disease‐

associated gene, based on the criteria described earlier. For cases

already in our database, each variant is re‐classified and updated

reports are issued as appropriate, providing answers for families

previously faced with a VUS. Reclassification of the candidate genes

also affects future cases, avoiding VUSs in favor of diagnostic results.

As a result, 908 out of 3974 unique genes (22.8%) with diagnostic

findings reported by our laboratory from January 1, 2021 to

September 28, 2021 were originally identified as candidate genes and

submitted to GeneMatcher before sufficient evidence existed to

categorize them as definitive DGRs. This rate has increased by a

mean of 18.7% annually since we began submitting to GeneMatcher.

Of the 908 genes that shifted from candidate to validated DGR status

during this time, at least 375 were pursued as active collaborations by

our laboratory with GeneMatcher as the primary facilitator of the

initial connections.

1.2 | Outcomes of GeneMatcher participation

In general, our participation in GeneMatcher has been a very positive

experience. Patients tested at GeneDx who receive a candidate gene

variant, as well as their ordering clinicians, benefit from GeneMatcher

both individually and collectively. Having access to the GeneMatcher

research hub exposes us to a diversity of collaborators that we would

otherwise not be able to access: clinicians writing up case series,

laboratory researchers, other major commercial laboratories, and in-

ternational collaborators.

In the last 3 years, at least 200 publications on which GeneDx

has collaborated have involved either new DGRs (~50%) or expanded

phenotypes for known disease‐causing genes (~26%). Expanded

phenotype publications involve genes known to cause human dis-

ease, but a new cohort produces further information about additional

features or a new mechanism of disease (e.g., a disease gene with

F IGURE 1 GeneDx GeneMatcher connection workflow
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established autosomal recessive inheritance is newly determined to

have an autosomal dominant mechanism). To different degrees, these

publications were facilitated by GeneMatcher connections, either

new connections or ongoing partnerships with external collaborators

originally connected to us via GeneMatcher. In PubMed, of the 142

articles published in the year September 2020 to September 2021

that cited GeneMatcher, 41/142 (28.9%) have GeneDx co‐authors. In

the first seven months of 2021, GeneDx co‐authored publications on

26 novel DGRs, 24 of which had sufficient evidence to be upgraded

from candidate to validated DGR status internally. During that same

time, we also co‐authored publications on 18 additional genes with

expanded phenotypes when compared to established DGRs.

There have also been unexpected results that have grown from

GeneMatcher collaborations. Some families who have participated in

research cohorts expressed their desire to be connected with other

families and formed informal and formal family support groups. For

families who perhaps thought they were the only one in the world

with a particular candidate gene finding, these connections have re-

portedly been valuable. The development of collaborative relation-

ships with colleagues around the world has also been beneficial.

Through the successful GeneMatcher collaborations, GeneDx has

identified many external clinicians and scientists with a mutual in-

terest in candidate gene validation.

One example of a successful collaboration aided by GeneMatcher

involves FAR1 and a newly described autosomal dominant condition. In

2014, autosomal recessive FAR1 deficiency was reported in a few cases.

Over the next few years, GeneDx analysts noted this as an internal gene‐

of‐interest based on several heterozygous cases with de novo variants at

the p.Arg480 residue and overlapping clinical features. Data‐mining (re-

viewing our data set with a specific gene/variant in mind) identified eight

cases from a cohort of 42,983 exome trios and 9205 exome‐based

“Xpanded” panels including FAR1 analysis. GeneDx scientists presented a

poster with our internal data at the American Society of Human Genetics

meeting in 2017 and, in the meantime, GeneMatcher inquiries/matches

led to the addition of several more patients to our cohort, at least one of

which was submitted by the Undiagnosed Diseases Network (https://

undiagnosed.hms.harvard.edu/). As our cohort grew and we collected

clinical information, another GeneMatcher match led to a partnership

with lipid synthesis researchers at the University of Amsterdamwho were

doing functional work regarding FAR1. Patients consented to the ap-

propriate research protocols, GeneDx led the gathering of clinical in-

formation from our ordering clinicians and external clinical collaborators,

and the functional work was completed and that data added to the

manuscript. Our collaborative paper was published in Genetics in Medicine

in April 2021 (PMID 33239752; Ferdinandusse et al., 2021). In all, we

gathered twelve individuals (eight tested at GeneDx) with heterozygous

de novo missense variants at the same residue. The individuals exhibited

a common phenotype distinct from the clinical phenotype, and opposite

from the biochemical phenotype, associated with autosomal recessive

FAR1 deficiency. During the consenting process, parents were amazed to

learn that there were other families with the same FAR1 variants (“We

thought we were the only ones!”). Several parents expressed interest in

connecting with other parents and, with permission of the families,

GeneDx facilitated these connections; the parents subsequently formed a

Facebook support group that remains active.

1.2.1 | Challenges

GeneMatcher is a useful platform. The challenges associated with its use

largely stem from a single issue: resources. Internal resources for identi-

fying and developing collaboration opportunities are finite, particularly in

the setting of a commercial laboratory. This issue became particularly

apparent during the COVID‐19 pandemic. As did everyone, GeneDx

shifted, reassessed, and developed workarounds as needed to adapt to

unprecedented circumstances. Perhaps not surprisingly, we noticed an

increase in GeneMatcher activity. Internal tracking showed that in 2019

we received approximately 8.5 new inquiries per day from GeneMatcher

matches (2078 for the year). In 2020, new inquiries from GeneMatcher

matches jumped to approximately 10 daily, or 2322 for the year. With

stay‐at‐home orders, perhaps many clinicians and researchers suddenly

had time they had lacked previously and decided to work on research

projects. This increase in volume may also be driven by the snowball

effect of accumulating GeneMatcher entries. As a result, our response

time also increased, and we are no longer able to respond to Gene-

Matcher inquiries in real‐time. We have also noticed a number of com-

mercial laboratories using GeneMatcher to classify the variants identified

in their cases. During the first two weeks of September 2021, 15% of the

GeneMatcher inquiries we received were from other diagnostic labora-

tories seeking information for variant classification purposes. This further

impacts our turnaround times for GeneMatcher responses, as resources

are used to review all inquiries.

External resources can also be a challenge, particularly limited re-

search laboratory resources. In our anecdotal experience, the number of

clinicians seeking answers for their patients exceeds the number of re-

searchers with the ability to engage in functional studies. Therefore, some

collaborations are limited to phenotypic characterizations of a small

number of patients, which can be difficult to publish. It can be challenging

to find a research laboratory with the ability to perform functional work.

We choose to frame that challenge as an opportunity: Genematcher

generates a high volume of matches, allowing us to identify possible

research cohorts, which leads us to search for external groups who can

perform functional studies and benefit from partnership. In fact, Gene-

Matcher has played a role in many of our ongoing partnerships with

research laboratories, enabling us to have a “go‐to” list of researchers who

are potentially interested in future collaborations.

Overall, given the large number of GeneMatcher submissions

made by GeneDx, it is not surprising that we consistently receive a

large number of inquiries. Triaging these inquiries as to purpose and

urgency, then searching our database for matches and facilitating

connections takes a considerable amount of time and effort. Ulti-

mately, that effort does result in improved gene classifications and

updated results for families, which makes it meaningful. However, it

is not unusual for collaborations to span many months or years, and

the impact may not be felt in a timely manner. As researchers know,

many factors influence the success of a cohort project, not least of
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which include clinicians and or families moving, changing care or

employment, or otherwise not engaging. GeneMatcher does not

create these challenges, but our many simultaneous collaborations

make these challenges more visible.

2 | CONCLUSION

Genomic matchmaking has become common practice for many over the

last five years, since the 2015 publication by Sobreira et al. Indeed, a

number of those initial collaborations have proven themselves fruitful

beyond the original match – the relationships and partnerships facilitated

by GeneMatcher have continued to result in successful cohort‐building,

case‐comparison, publication, and candidate gene reclassification. As a

clinical testing laboratory, GeneDx is fortunate to view the evolution of

GeneMatcher from a unique vantage point, one from which we see the

interest in hundreds of genes and the work of multiple stakeholders. This

is reflected in a collaborative publication record of which we are very

proud: hundreds of publications in peer‐reviewed journals, a large pro-

portion of which identify new DGRs.

We also embrace the benefits of GeneMatcher for our ordering

clinicians, both for those seeking answers for their patients and for those

interested in academic development. Participation in GeneMatcher re-

quires a relatively small investment of time on the clinician's part but

potentially enables them to join a broader study, resulting in relationship‐

building within the scientific community, involvement in publications, and

answers for current and future patients.

Our successes with GeneMatcher are built upon a commitment to

data sharing, embracing the critical role of the ordering clinician in any

collaboration and, ultimately, our commitment to helping patients and

their families. As a diagnostic laboratory, we are grateful to the clinicians,

researchers, patients, and caregivers who have participated with us in

using GeneMatcher to accelerate the pace of DGR discovery, thus pro-

viding more definitive diagnoses to our referring physicians and patients.

GeneMatcher is a platform that opens the door to new partnerships, new

discoveries, and families finding answers that otherwise may not have

been possible.
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